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Sustainable Transport Plan for Chatham - Bikes

Sustainable Transport Option: Rent-out Bikes (Similar system to Boris Bikes)

Chatham

Area: 15.95 km2 (compared to London: 1572 km2)

Geographical Location: Chatham is located 33 miles from London and is in North Kent,
alongside the River Medway. This is a very important river in the county and in this section it
is very wide. 

Current Problems: The widely increasing population of London and increasing house prices
mean that many people can’t afford to buy houses there and so come to Chatham instead
because it is close to London. A typical journey to London is mostly done by car, train or bus
but on the roads to London, though there are 3-4 lanes, it can take 2-3 hours. However this
has increased the population causing traffic which is why a new sustainable transport plan is
needed. From my own experience, buses tend to be stuck in traffic for a very long time,
especially in peak hours and there needs to be an additional sustainable mode of transport.

Proposal: The approximate longest distance that would need to be travelled in Chatham in 6
miles, for which a bike can be used instead of cars or buses. Therefore, for local travel within
Chatham bikes can be used and a rental system similar to the Boris Bike system could be
used to encourage more people to use bikes to get around, in case they do not have
suitable bikes for them.

For the bike system there should be bike stops at major places, where people are most likely
to go, so Chatham Train Station, Chatham Dockside, Universities, Schools and the Asda.
This should help ease the traffic for people who are going to these places.

More separate cycle lanes should be put in, encouraging more people to use them as they
are safer than going on the road and potentially quicker. These should be put alongside
main routes where traffic often builds up and also some short cut routes for where roads
cannot go through. Some of the main routes include the A229, A230, A231 and A289.

Justification: Bikes (cycles) are obviously much more sustainable than cars because they do
not pollute any fumes, do not require fuel and keep people healthier. In the long term, no
money needs to be spent replacing them (unless they are damaged) and also help to keep
the city clean.

They should also help to ease the traffic in this location, because the bike stops are at major
locations and bike lanes are on major routes, so they are good alternative. 

Bikes are much cheaper than other modes transport and should not cost the council much
money buy, so low-rental costs, encouraging more people to use it. Bike lanes also shouldn’t
be too expensive to make, so overall it is a cheap yet effective and sustainable. This
therefore would vastly reduce the carbon footprint.
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Ferries

Proposal: The River Medway rises from High Weald, Sussex and empties in the Thames 
Estuary. The river is 70 miles (113km) long and it runs next to Chatham and it also connects 
with the river Thames. The river could be used to transport people by ferries and when 
considering the length of the river and the fact that it connects with the river Thames it could 
be used to transport people to London or Tonbridge. The ferries should be easy to use, 
frequent and cheap for people to actually use them. If the ferries could transport many 
people it would allow the fares to be cheaper. 

Justification: Using ferries would lessen the fumes for they could transport much more 
people than cars can. 

Chatham- Sustainable transport idea-3

The Idea for a tram system is very good as they are sustainable and environmentally 
friendly. A good location to have some of the tracks needed for it would be to have them 
running down Chatham High Street. This would be wise as it has the same width as a road 
which would be a suitable size to have the trams on. It also would connect the rest of 
Chatham to a lot of small businesses as well as big ones that rely on tourism and people 
getting to them. The old system was diverting people away from the centre of town which 
was a bad thing and delayed people even further by only moving the problem. As we know 
the High Street doesn’t have hundreds of cars going down it so it is basically just a giant 
walkway that can be developed into both a tramline and still allow people to get across and 
from shop to shop.

As the tracks used will be embedded
into the ground we know that it won’t
be used as a tripping hazard towards
pedestrians.

The tram networks can also be used
all over Chatham reducing the need
for cars and furthermore traffic.

The cost of the project depends on
how big it would be. If you wanted a
huge change a full-scale operation to
connect all of Chatham would be
needed. This may prove expensive
(5 – 10 million pounds) but the
benefits would surely out way the

negatives.The trams will be funded by
taxpayers so the trams will be free to
the public which will encourage people
to use it rather than other means of transport. The trams will help bring money into the area 
by getting Chatham’s main commercial connected to everyone else rather than by having to 
walk a long distance which is inconvenient to some people.


